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Abstract
Human domain experts solve difficult planning problems by drawing on years of
experience. In many cases, computing a solution to such problems is computation-
ally intractable or requires encoding heuristics from human domain experts. As
codifying this knowledge leaves much to be desired, we aim to infer their strategies
through observation. The challenge lies in that humans exhibit heterogeneity in
their latent decision-making criteria. To overcome this, we propose a personalized
apprenticeship learning framework that automatically infers a representation of
all human task demonstrators by extracting a human-specific embedding. Our
framework is built on a propositional architecture that allows for distilling an
interpretable representation of each human demonstrator’s decision-making.
1 Introduction
Resource optimization problems arise in critical environments, such as healthcare, air traffic control,
and manufacturing operations. Many of these problems are characterized as NP-Hard [3] and
computationally intractable to solve due to the large number of jobs to be performed and the complex
interplay of temporal and resource-based constraints. Human domain experts readily achieve high-
quality solutions to these problems by drawing on years of experience working with similar problems,
during which they develop assistive strategies, heuristics, and guidelines. However, manually
soliciting and encoding this knowledge in a computational framework is prone to error, not scalable,
and leaves much to be desired [4, 18]. In this paper, we aim to develop an apprenticeship learning
framework that is able to infer these strategies implicitly from observation to scale the power of a
standard homogeneous apprenticeship learning model. The challenge for apprenticeship learning in
this context lies in learning from the different strategies domain experts develop from their unique
experiences (i.e., learning from heterogeneous demonstration).
There has been significant progress in the ability to capture domain-expert knowledge from demon-
stration [1, 7, 11, 28, 14, 29, 19], predominantly using inverse reinforcement learning (IRL), to learn
the reward function followed by domain experts (demonstrators), as well as a policy to optimize that
reward function. However, applying IRL to planning domains is difficult due to the need for a model
and the computational tractability as the state space grows. Heterogeneous decision-makers would
appear to have different reward functions due to their innate preferences, and the IRL algorithm
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Figure 1: Depiction of approaches to heterogeneity: (Left) Assume homogeneity [20], (Center)
Partition data to semi-homogeneous clusters [13], and (Right) Bayesian embeddings (our approach).
would fail to learn the true representation of the reward function. Furthermore, IRL requires the form
of a reward function, and hypothesis in the case of max-entropy IRL, beforehand; Markov decision
processes (MDPs) are ill-suited to many scheduling problems with non-Markovian constraints, and
state-space enumeration and exploration is intractable for large-scale planning domains.
Another complementary approach to capture domain-expert knowledge is to learn a function that
directly maps states to actions [5, 24, 8]. While this method scales better, such policy learning
approaches do not yet handle heterogeneity well. The typical approach is to assume homogeneity
over demonstrators, reasoning about the average human, as shown in the left-most diagram in Figure
1. However, seminal work attempting to learn auto-pilots from commercial aviators found that pilots
executing the same flight plan created such heterogeneous data as to make it more practical to learn
from a single trajectory and disregard the remaining data [20] .
A more recent approach by [13] sought to divide demonstrators into relatively-homogeneous clusters
and learn a separate model of human decision-making from each cluster. As depicted in the center
diagram in Figure 1, this approach means that each model only has 1/kth of the data to learn from,
missing out on the possible homogeneity existing among the clusters. With high-dimensional data,
expensive data collection, and residual, within-cluster heterogeneity, such an approach is ultimately
unsatisfying.
In this paper, we seek to overcome these key gaps in prior work by providing an integrated learning
framework that allows for learning planning policies from heterogeneous decision-makers. We
propose using personalized embeddings, learned through backpropogation, which enable the ap-
prenticeship learner to automatically adapt to a person’s unique characteristics while simultaneously
leveraging any homogeneity that exists within the data (i.e., uniform adherence to hard constraints).
We then present a human-interpretable version of our apprenticeship learning model that allows for
direct analysis of a given demonstrator’s behavior.
We evaluate our approach on three problems: a synthetic low-dimensional environment, a synthetic
job scheduling environment consisting of mock experts’ scheduling heuristics, and a real-world
dataset with human gameplay in StarCraft II. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to apply a
personalized apprenticeship learning framework to learn from heterogeneous decision-makers in
a cohesive framework that learns one integrated model to capture the similarity and differences
of demonstrators through personalized embeddings. We also utilize counterfactual reasoning by
pairwise comparisons to improve the model’s performance and display inference of the required
action-specific features in domains in which they are not readily available. Finally, we introduce a
methodology to learn and transfer our apprenticeship learning framework into a human-interpretable
model for analysis or examination by a given expert for education and training.
2 Learning from Heterogeneous Decision Makers
Personalized Neural Networks (PNNs) are an extension of a standard neural network, or any dif-
ferentiable model, that allow for capturing the homo- and heterogeneity among human domain
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experts presenting varied trajectories. Here, we present the framework for automatically inferring
personalized embeddings to learn from heterogeneous decision-makers.
Figure 2 depicts a PNN, which learns a model, piθ : S × Ω→ [0, 1]|A|, of the human demonstrator’s
decision-making policy, where ω ∈ Rd is the demonstrator-specific personalized embedding of
length d, which is a tune-able hyperparameter. As this personalized embedding is a continuous
parameter, the outcome of choosing a length d that is too high or low in comparison to the optimum
is not nearly as detrimental as choosing the non-optimal number of clusters in the approach of
Nikolaidis et al. [13]. These latent features, ω, provide the pattern of the current decision-maker,
which accounts for a component not represented within the state features and that is needed for
accurate prediction. The training procedure of a PNN consists of taking as input an example of a state,
spt at time t, for person, p, as well as the person’s embedding, ω
(i)
p at training iteration i, and predict
the person’s action in that state, ypt . The loss is computed as the Rényi divergence [30] between the
predicted action, yˆpt , and the true action, y
p
t . This loss is then backpropagated through the network
to update model parameters θ and the personalized embedding ω via stochastic gradient descent.
Figure 2: Personalized Neural Network Diagram.
When applying the algorithm during runtime
(i.e., testing) for a new human demonstrator,
p′, one updates the embedding, ωp′ ; however,
the network’s parameters, θ, remain static. The
personalized embedding, ωp′ , for a new human
demonstrator is initialized to the mean person-
alized embedding. This means during runtime,
we start by assuming a new expert is performing
the planning task in the predicted manner; over
time, we infer how she is acting differently and
update our personalized embedding accordingly.
This hybrid approach enables one to balance the
bias-variance tradeoff, grounding the model in
parameters common to all demonstrators via θ
while tailoring a subset of the parameters, ω, to
tune the model for an individual.
We note that researchers have explored the use
of a latent embedding in other contexts. For example, Killian et al. [10] applied a Bayesian Neural
Network to model transition dynamics. Tani et al. [23] utilized a similar personalized embedding in
a recurrent neural network but learns through imitative interaction in a domain with fewer degrees
of freedom primarily concerned with mimicking motion rather than decision-making for planning
and scheduling. Recent work by Angelov et al. [2] uses causal analysis to learn specifications from
task demonstrations, but assumptions are made regarding the number of demonstrator types and the
work requires prior labeling of a demonstrator set. Our approach is novel in that it utilizes a latent
embedding as a personalized embedding for apprenticeship learning in domains with a high degree
of freedom while also automatically inferring behavior, eliminating the need for tedious and biased
annotation of person types.
Counterfactual Reasoning To increase the utility of our learning framework, we draw inspiration
from the domain of web page ranking [15], where the goal is to predict the most relevant web page
given a search query. Web page ranking must learn how pages relate to one another and capture
these complex dependencies. These dependencies are also apparent in many complex planning
problems, such as in the scheduling domain where there are tasks related to precedence, wait, and
deadline constraints. The pairwise approach to web page ranking determines a ranking based on
pairwise comparisons between individual pages [9, 17]. Utilizing this methodology, we can apply
counterfactual reasoning between the factual (action taken) and the counterfactual (action not taken) to
learn a ranking formulation to predict which action the expert would ultimately take at each moment.
Gombolay et al. [6] presented evidence that learning a pairwise preference model by comparing pairs
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of actions can outperform a multi-class classification model. However, this paper is the first to our
knowledge to apply counterfactual reasoning in personalized apprenticeship learning.
zt,pa,a′ := [ωp, x¯
t, xta − xta′ ], yta,a′ = 1 (1)
zt,pa′,a := [ωp, x¯
t, xta′ − xta], yta′,a = 0 (2)
The framework for generating counterfactuals through pairwise comparisons is shown in Equations
1-2. At each timestep, we observe the decision, a, person p made at time t. From each observation,
we then extract 1) the feature vector describing that action, xta, from state st, 2) the corresponding
feature, xta′ for an alternative action, a
′ ∈ A|a′ 6= a, 3) a contextual feature vector capturing features
common to all actions (e.g., how many workers are available to be assigned jobs), x¯t, and 4) the
person’s embedding, ωp. We note that each demonstrator has their own embedding which is updated
through backpropagation during training. The comparison of the action the decision-maker took, a,
versus the action not taken, a′ 6= a, is considered a positive example for a classifier. Likewise, the
reverse comparison is a negative example. This process generates 2(|A| − 1) examples for each time
step and is repeated for all users and all trajectory demonstrations.
Given this data set, the apprentice is trained to output a psuedo-probability, f(a, a′, p) of action a
being taken over action a′ at time t by the human decision-maker described by embedding ωp, using
features zt,pa,a′ . To predict the probability of taking action a at time t, we marginalize over all other
actions, as shown in Equation 3. Finally, the action prediction is the argmax this probability.
Pˆ (a|t, p) =
∑
a′∈A f(a, a
′, p)∑
a′∈A
∑
a′′∈A f(a′, a′′, p)
(3)
Generating Action-Specific Features In many cases, the action-specific features may not be
readily available. In this case, we can choose to learn these features using a variation of this
framework, where instead of an embedding personalized to the current demonstrator, the embedding
is personalized to a particular action. In this way we can learn a mapping piψ : St × ΩA → St+1.
This represents the transition model for the environment, and we can learn an action representation
ωa for each action. These action embeddings can then be used in the pairwise approach discussed
above. We apply this method for the StarCraft II environment with great success.
2.1 Personalized Differentiable Decision Tree
While a PNN provides us with high-performance models of demonstrator preferences, standard
deep network models lack straightforward interpretability. Interpretability is an important area of
exploration in machine learning, and an interpretable model of resource allocation or planning tasks
would be useful for a variety of reasons, from decision explanations to training purposes. Therefore,
we present a personalized differentiable decision tree (PDDT) model that is able to approximate
PNN performance, while also giving us interpretability. Differentiable decision trees (DDTs) [22]
have provided researchers in various fields with simple and powerful models for constructing fuzzy
decision trees [27] through differentiation.
Our approach begins with a balanced DDT and a demonstrator embedding, as in the PNN. The
demonstrator embedding is concatenated with input data ~x ∈ X and routed directly to each decision
node, rather than being transformed between nodes as in a traditional deep network architecture.
While this hinders the representation learning capacity of our model, it is important to learn a model
directly over input features to preserve interpretability.
Each decision node in the PDDT is conditioned on three parameters: a vector of weights ~w ∈W , a
vector of comparison values ~c ∈ C, and a vector of selective importances ~s ∈ S. When input data
~x is passed to a decision node Di, the data is weighted by ~wi and compared against ~ci. By using
a vector for comparison values, we can perform element-wise comparison for each input feature,
allowing the model to learn easily translatable rules for how to consider each individual element of ~x.
After comparison against ~ci, the model then uses its selective importance vector ~si to decide which
feature matters the most for Di. The maximum value in ~si is set to 1, while all other elements of ~si
are set to 0, and the transformed input data is then element-wise multiplied by ~si. This procedure
ensures that each decision node only considers a single feature during each forward pass but still
allows the model to learn over all features during backpropagation.
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The single transformed feature is then weighted by a learned feature α and passed through a sigmoid
activation function. The sigmoid function ensures that each decision node Di outputs a value
between 1 and 0, where 1 means the Di evaluates to "true", and 0 means that Di evaluates to
"false." The learned feature α enables the PDDT tree to control the steepness of the sigmoid function.
Each decision node Di evaluates the the sigmoidal approximation of a decision boundary, Di =
σ[α(~si · (( ~wi ·~x)− ~ci))]. Leaf nodes Li in the PDDT maintain a set of weights over each output class
and have exactly one path from root to leaf Li. Decision nodes along the path output probabilities,
which are all multiplied to produce the final probability of reaching Li given input ~x and the current
demonstrator embedding. The set of weights in Li is then weighted by this probability, and the
weighted output of all leaves is summed to produce the final network output.
Figure 3: A two-leaf PDDT to an interpretable
decision tree.
To achieve interpretability, we translate a PDDT
to a decision tree through using the selective
importance parameters ~s. Every decision node
Di in the PDDT outputs a decision based on
a single feature, chosen by ~si; therefore, we
can use ~si to choose which feature, weight, and
comparison should be used to instantiate a new
decision node for the interpretable decision tree.
We can also remove the probabilistic weighting
of leaves by pushing α towards infinity, restrict-
ing every decision’s output to 1 or 0. Finally,
the class output within each leaf is chosen as the
maximum value of the leaf’s weights. The new model is then a decision tree where every node
considers one feature and outputs 1 or 0, only one leaf is selected for each forward pass, and each
leaf outputs a single class.
3 Environments
We use three environments to evaluate the utility of our personalized apprenticeship learning frame-
work. In the synthetic low-dimensional environment, we perform tests to show the advantage of our
framework and a case study displaying the need for PDDTs. In the synthetic scheduling environment,
we test the capability of our apprenticeship learning framework to learn heterogeneous scheduling
policies. Finally, in StarCraft II, we test the apprentice models on a real-world gameplay dataset and
present a result showing the utility of interpretability. Our approaches and implementations are avail-
able at https://github.com/ghost12331/Personalized-Apprenticeship-Learning-from-Heterogeneous-
Decision-Makers. Hyper-parameter settings are provided in the supplementary material.
3.1 Synthetic Low-Dimensional Environment
The synthetic low-dimensional environment represents a simple domain where an expert will choose
an action based on the state and one of two hidden heuristics. This domain captures the idea that we
have homogeneity in conforming to constraints (z) and strategies or preferences (heterogeneity) in
the form of λ. The idea is that decision-making exists on a manifold for each "mode" or "strategy" an
operator shows, and we need to infer the identity of these manifolds through the embedding.
Demonstration trajectories are given in sets of 20 (which we denote a schedule), where each ob-
servation consists of xt ∈ 0, 1 and zt ∈ N (0, 1) and the output is yt. Exact specifications for the
computation of the label given by the observation of y = x ∗ 1(z>=0∧λ=1)∨(z<0∧λ=2), where 1 is
the indicator function. Assuming a near-even class distribution, randomly guessing and overfitting
to one class results in about 50% accuracy. Only by inferring the type of demonstrator, given by
λp ∈ {1, 2}, will the apprentice be able to achieve an accurate model of decision-making.
3.2 Synthetic Scheduling Environment
The next environment we use to explore our personalized learning framework is a synthetic envi-
ronment that we can control, manipulate, and interpret to empirically validate the efficacy of our
proposed method. For our investigation, we leverage a jobshop scheduling environment built upon
the XD[ST-SR-TA] scheduling domain defined by Korsah [12], representing one of the hardest
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scheduling problems. In this environment, two agents must complete a set of twenty tasks which
have upper- and lower-bound temporal constraints (i.e., deadlines and wait constraints), proximity
constraints (i.e., no two agents can be in the same place at the same time), and travel-time constraints.
For the purposes of apprenticeship learning, an action is defined as the assignment of an agent to
complete a task presently. The decision-maker must decide the optimal sequence of actions according
to the decision-maker’s own criteria. For this environment, we construct a set of heterogeneous, mock
decision-makers that select scheduling actions according to Equation 4.
τ∗i = arg max
τj⊂τS
(β1 ∗HEDF (τj) + β2 ∗Hdistance(τj) +HIndex(τj , β3)) (4)
In this equation, our decision-maker selects a task, τ∗i from the set of tasks, τS . The task-prioritization
scheme is based upon three criteria: HEDF prioritizes tasks according to their deadline (i.e., “earliest-
deadline first"), Hdistance prioritizes the closest task, and HIndex prioritizes tasks according to
a user-specified highest/lowest index or value based upon β3 (i.e., β3(j) + (1 − β3)(−j)). The
heterogeneity in decision-making comes from the latent weighting vector ~β. Specifically, β1 ∈ R and
β2 ∈ R weight the importance of HEDF and Hdistance, respectively. Furthermore, β3 ∈ {0, 1} is a
mode selector in which the highest/lowest task index is prioritized. By drawing ~β from a multivariate
random distribution, we can create an infinite number of unique demonstrator types.
3.3 StarCraft II
In our third environment, we leverage a real-world dataset with gameplay from StarCraft II. This data
is provided alongside the StarCraft II API PySC2 [26]. The dataset contains a large number of 1-vs.-1
replays that affords access to game state-action information at every frame, information regarding the
outcome of the game, and the ranking of the players. The state of the game at any timestep within the
gameplay trajectory (i.e., demonstration) consists of several images pertaining to where units and
buildings are located alongside information about visibility regions and vectorized state information
regarding the amount of resources, buildings, and units in the game. The action taken in every frame
can be one of hundreds, and thus as a simplification, we produce 40 actions that are a representative
super-class of refined actions.
4 Results and Discussion
We evaluate the performance of our apprenticeship learning framework against related approaches
and assess the power of counterfactual reasoning against two baselines: 1) Pointwise – each action is
considered independently with a positive example assigned to an action taken and a negative example
assigned to an action not taken, which is another type of model from web-page ranking [16] and
2) Standard – the model must select from A which action is taken (i.e., a multi-class classification
problem), which is the ubiquitous approach in policy-learning [21]. Finally, we explore queries
related to interpretability that support the significance of our approach.
4.1 Synthetic Low-Dimensional Environment
A set of 50 schedules are given as input to the apprenticeship learning framework specified above.
Several approaches are used in a thorough comparison between our personalized approach and those
previous. We test a standard decision tree (DT), a standard neural network (NN), a differentiable
decision tree (DDT), a neural network trained on homogeneous clusters generated through k-means
clustering [13] (k-means to NN), a neural network trained on soft clusters generated through a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM to NN), a Personalized Differentiable Decision Tree (PDDT), and a
Personalized Neural Network (PNN).
We also consider training a decision tree in which we infer embeddings using a Monte Carlo sampling
so that a decision tree is given a univariate embedding sampled from a bimodal distribution, which
is iteratively updated based on the tree’s performance as the distribution changes. This expectation
maximization procedure allows us to compare the capability of another personalized embedding-
based approach. However, this approach requires the number of modes (types) of domain experts
within the domain to be known in advance (in this case, 2), which is a limiting condition to the utility
of this approach. We first initialize the probability that a domain expert is of type 1 and type 2 to
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: Performance in the low-dimension (left) and the scheduling (right) environments.
random. Then, for a training schedule, it appends the embedding (which is a one-hot encoding of the
type i.e., [1,0] or [0,1]) to the input and trains a decision tree classifier upon this. Then, this classifier
is used to predict the outcome on the rest of the samples in that schedule and is penalized by its
incorrectness. Repeating this process allows for the embeddings to converge to their proper values.
Figure 4a shows the personalized apprenticeship learning frameworks–specifically, the PDDT and
PNN–outperform conventional approaches to apprenticeship learning. It should be noted that we
expected a DT with bimodal embedding to perform as well as the personalized apprenticeship
framework, as the MCMC sampling-based update allows for the embedding of the expert to be
inferred. We hypothesize that the reason that the performance is not comparable to that of the PDDT
or PNN is due to the invariability in the outputs of a decision tree.
4.2 Synthetic Scheduling environment
A set of 150 schedules generated by heterogeneous domain experts are given as input to the appren-
ticeship learning framework specified above. This consists of 3000 individual timesteps that the
framework must be able to learn from. While we have the capability to generate a larger number of
schedules, it is more significant to show that our apprenticeship learning framework works well on
smaller training datasets as in many cases these demonstrations can be expensive or sparse.
The efficacy of each approach is shown in Figure 4b. It can be seen that the personalized appren-
ticeship learning frameworks that utilize counterfactual reasoning outperforms all other approaches,
achieving near perfect accuracy in predicting what task a domain expert will schedule. These results
show that the personalized apprenticeship learning framework can learn from observations in a
high-dimensional and complex environment with heterogeneous demonstrators.
4.3 StarCraft II
Figure 5: Performance in StarCraft II.
A set of real-world gameplay data from StarCraft II
is used to further verify our claim. This environment
has higher dimensionality and is a multi-label classi-
fication task [25]: multiple actions can be taken in a
single time step, increasing the challenge of inferring
a high-quality policy. Based on the relative perfor-
mance of the various methods tested on the synthetic
domains – with PNN and PDDTs outperforming the
baselines – we evaluate a neural network learning for
multi-class classification of actions as well as neural
network, a PNN, and PDDT using counterfactual rea-
soning via pairwise comparisons. We find that the
PDDT and PNNs again outperform our baselines, as
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Figure 6: This figure depicts the learned PDDT model after translation to an interpretable form for
the low-dimensional environment, achieving 89.15% accuracy.
Table 1: This table reports the results of our intepretability investigation. A asterisk denotes the
interpretable models, and the performance of the best of the interpretable models is bolded.
Model Low-Dimensional Scheduling StarCraft II (Average Loss)
*Discrete PDDT 89.15% 100.00 % 0.0985
*DT (PNN Embeddings) 77.70% 17.65 % ——–
Continuous PDDT 94.79% 100.00 % 0.0960
PNN 95.65 % 99.80 % 0.0866
shown in Figure 5, on a data set of human decision-
making on a complex planning problem.
4.4 Interpretability
The results of our empirical evaluations support the hypothesis that personalized embeddings allow
for learning a powerful representation of heterogeneous domain experts. However, we want not just
an accurate model, but also one that lends insight into the demonstrator’s decision-making process.
In section 2.1, we proposed a differentiable decision tree architecture that would provide the novel
ability for apprenticeship learning with personalized embeddings for heterogeneous demonstrators in
a tree-like architecture. With the ability to readily translate a PDDT to a classical decision tree with
interpretable decision boundaries, this model offers much promise so long as we do not empirically
lose a substantial amount of accuracy through the conversion process.
To assess the efficacy of learning interpretable decision trees with personalized embeddings through
the PDDT, we conduct the following experiment for the synthetic, low-dimensional environment.
First, we train a PNN over a set of training data; next, we extract the learned embeddings and train a
traditional DT with the training data and paired embeddings. Third, we run the PNN on the test set to
infer the “correct” embeddings and provide these inferred embeddings to the DT along with the test
demonstration examples for the sake of classification. In addition to this PNN-DT hybrid approach,
we report the accuracy of the PNN provided with these PNN-extracted embeddings.
Table 1 shows the advantage of using a PDDT. While an uninterpretable PNN can achieve higher
accuracy, the DT constructed from PNN embeddings performs much worse than any other approach.
Positively, the conversion from continuous PDDT to discrete PDDT incurs a low penalty and the
resulting model is much better than the DT given PNN embeddings. This result is intuitive in
that jointly learning the hard constraints of the problem with the demonstrator embedding leads to
performance gains versus simply learning the embeddings separately and then attempting to build
an independent interpretable model. In a real-world dataset of StarCraft II, generating a discrete
PDDT from a continuous PDDT incurs a relatively small penalty, confirming that we able to generate
interpretable models in complex domains without sacrificing performance. We note that it is possible
to achieve perfect accuracy for the synthetic environments as we do not introduce artificial noise.
Figure 6 shows an interpretable model that can be generated from the PDDT, for the low-dimensional
environment. Given a set of observations from decision-makers, our personalized framework can
generate an interpretable model that will display the behavior of each decision-maker, allowing us to
inspect each individual demonstrator’s style. If a decision node is conditioned on the demonstrator
embedding and leads to a set of actions of type A when the decision evaluates to true and of type B
otherwise, we can say that demonstrators with embeddings that satisfy the decision node stylistically
prefer actions of type A (causal reasoning).
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5 Conclusion
We present a new apprenticeship learning framework for learning from heterogeneous demonstrators,
leveraging PNNs and PDDTs to learn task models from large datasets, while still being able to
predict individual demonstrator preferences. We demonstrate that our approach is superior to
standard NN and DDT models, which fail to capture individual demonstrator styles, and that our
counterfactual reasoning approach to actions is superior to a standard action prediction approach,
allowing us to achieve near-perfect accuracy in predicting demonstration trajectories of domain
experts in a scheduling problem. Finally, we introduce two methods to extract an interpretable
model for demonstrator preferences and task constraints, show that conversion from a differentiable
PDDT into a discrete, interpretable PDDT offers performance gains over attempting to construct an
interpretable model with an independent set of demonstrator embeddings and task examples, and
underline ways that this interpretability can highlight differences in demonstrator styles.
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